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THE
KEY
POINTS
The Digital Services Act (DSA) and Digital Markets Act (DMA) will be key pieces of
legislation for digital markets and reform rules which have governed the internet in
the EU for some twenty years. It is hard to overstate the full range of companies
and business models which will be impacted by this new legislation and a starting
point for businesses should be to assume that they will be affected in some way.
The European Commission has published two proposed Regulations with
measures aimed at establishing 1) how illegal goods, services and content are
moderated online, 2) rules on the role of platforms acting between business
users and consumers, and 3) increasing competition between tech companies.
The EU’s approach to these policy areas will have a big impact on companies
operating in the EU with far reaching implications for how the digital economy is
governed. The proposals will also frame approaches in other jurisdictions to the
same issues, and the scope of the measures and breadth of those affected by
them mean that they will spur strong debate among policymakers.
The proposals themselves raise numerous questions for clarification and the
measures within them will be challenged in upcoming debates. This briefing
introduces the proposals, outlines some of the key provisions that will matter for
affected companies, and sets out initial milestones for engagement.
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THE
DIGITAL SERVICES
ACT
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The DSA seeks to tread a fine line between maintaining existing liability exemptions and
bans against general monitoring obligations whilst also putting in place greater
responsibilities for illegal content online. The proposed DSA would require a wide range
of online platforms to have measures in place to deal with the spread of illegal
content online, as well as some specific transparency requirements for consumers
when they are shown advertisements.

THE SCOPE
The DSA applies to providers of an ‘intermediary service’, casting the net broadly to apply a
minimum set of requirements on a whole range of business models. For the avoidance of doubt,
companies that operate online should assume that they are at least partly affected by the
proposed measures.
Affected companies will be required to deal effectively with illegal content, which here is
broadly defined as any activity (including the provision of goods, services or content) according
to EU or Member State law. Importantly, harmful content is not explicitly within scope of the
provisions but will be dealt with through codes of conduct to supplement the DSA.
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There are four categories created with tiered obligations that increase cumulatively.
FEWEST
REQUIREMENTS

INTERMEDIARY SERVICES
Those offering network infrastructure such as
internet access providers.

HOSTING SERVICES
Cloud and web hosting services.

ONLINE PLATFORMS
Services that act as a pivot point between
business users and consumers including online
marketplaces, app stores, collaborative
economy platforms and social media platforms.

VERY LARGE ONLINE
PLATFORMS
MOST
REQUIREMENTS

Online platforms which have 45 million monthly
active users in the EU.
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Broadly speaking, any platform that becomes aware of illegal content will become
responsible for it and be required to ‘expeditiously’ remove the content from their sites.
Platforms can be notified of any illegal content via ‘orders’ from Member State authorities
alerting them to the content and directing them to remove it.
Further rules will apply to online platforms, who will be required to have in place ‘notice and
action’ mechanisms that allow users to flag illegal content to the platform. These notice
systems must also prioritise notifications from ‘trusted flaggers’ who will be approved by a
Digital Services Coordinator (see below). Where users continue to spread illegal content, online
platforms will be required to issue a warning and then prevent those users from continuing to
use their platform.

Separately, a ‘Know Your Business Customer’ provision will require online platforms to obtain
information from business users who use the platform to enter into contracts with consumers.
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Online platforms will have to publish reports on how they manage illegal content. Broadly online
platforms will have to reveal:

CONTENT MODERATION

AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

Steps taken to moderate content on the
platform’s own initiative.

Information on the use of automated
systems to moderate content.

ORDERS RECEIVED

NOTICES SUBMITTED

Orders received from Member State
authorities alerting them to illegal content.

Notices submitted under mandatory notice
and action mechanisms.

DISPUTES SUBMITTED

AVG MONTHLY USERS

Disputes submitted out of court regarding
the removal of illegal content.

Average monthly users in each
Member State.

COMPLAINTS RECEIVED
Complaints received through mandatory internal
complaint handling procedures regarding the
takedown of illegal content.
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Each Member State will appoint a competent authority to act as their Digital Services
Coordinator (DSC), who will also liaise between other DSCs on the enforcement of the DSA
across the EU. The remit of each DSC will be broad and grant them powers to oversee the
application of specific elements of the proposed DSA within their jurisdiction. Furthermore,
Member States will have to ensure that their DSC has effective powers with teeth to enforce
provisions against companies. These include powers to carry out inspections of premises,
require information from entities, demand binding commitments from companies and impose
remedies, fines and interim measures.
Breaches of the proposed DSA are dealt with in two ways depending on the entity. Member
States can set penalties up to 6% of global annual income or turnover for non-compliance by
an intermediary provider within their jurisdiction. Equally, the European Commission can carry out
enforcement actions against very large online platforms through interim measures whilst it
investigates alleged violations and impose fines up to 6% of global annual turnover.
A European Board for Digital Services will also be formed of Digital Services Coordinators from
Member States to advise the European Commission on the impact of the DSA and coordinate its
application across the EU27. The Board will be able to issue opinions, recommendations, and
support with joint investigations or the development of standards or guidelines alongside the
European Commission.
A further Digital Services Committee is envisaged which will also be formed of representatives
from Member States. The Committee will be responsible for scrutinising implementing decisions
from the European Commission in relation to the DSA, however its exact role is unclear from the
proposal and will need further clarification.
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REQUIREMENTS OF THE DSA - CHECKLIST
Intermediary
services
Transparency reporting.
T&Cs outlining content moderation, algorithmic
decision making and content review
processes.
Cooperation with national authorities following
orders to remove illegal content.
Mandatory legal representative based in EU.
Notice and action procedures.
Prioritising moderation of content raised by
trusted flaggers.
Systems for appeal against the removal of
illegal content.
Know Your Business Customer requirements.
User-facing transparency of online ads.
Reporting requirements of criminal offences.
Carry out and act on risk assessments.
Publication of external audits on compliance
with the DSA.
Transparency and choice of recommender
systems.
Data sharing requirements with authorities and
researchers on compliance with the DSA.
Codes of conduct to set out the application of
measures related to illegal content and online
advertising.
Cooperation with the creation of crisis
protocols for disseminating public security or
health information.

Hosting
services

Online
platforms

Very large
platforms
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The proposed DMA applies to specific types and sizes of companies operating online as
‘gatekeepers’ which demonstrate significant market power. Where it does apply, the
proposed DMA would set requirements for how gatekeepers conduct themselves
when providing their services and acting as a platform. The proposal tries to maintain a
flexible approach by conveying powers to the European Commission to vary criteria for
the application of the DSA and what type of enforcement action to take through interim
measures and specific remedies. The flexibility also works the other way, allowing
companies to appeal the application of certain measures and allowing the European
Commission to suspend its application when it believes it to be necessary.
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The European Commission has proposed a definition for ‘gatekeepers’ that have a large
footprint across the EU. To fall into this category a company must meet criteria based on
their business model as well as their size.

BUSINESS
MODEL
(ONE OF)

VALUE
(ONE OF)

USERS
(ONE OF)

Online intermediation

Video sharing

Search engine

Messaging

Social networking

Operating system

EU turnover of €6.5bn in the
last 3 years

45 million monthly active
users in the EU

Cloud computing
Advertising

Market capitalisation of €65bn and
operations in 3 member states

10,000 yearly active business
users in the EU

GATEKEEPERS
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The proposal sets out some prescribed actions which the European Commission feels
harm competition in digital markets. Gatekeepers will be required to comply with
obligations set out in Article 5 which are outright obligations, and Article 6 with
obligations that grant the European Commission more flexibility. Substantially the
difference between the application of Article 5 and 6 obligations is slim -- noncompliance with either list can lead to remedies, interim measures and fines
determined by the European Commission.
Where the Article 6 obligations differ is they represent what has been described as a
‘greylist’ of actions that require further analysis. First, the European Commission will be
able to investigate the subject areas listed and will be able to demand specific actions
that the gatekeeper should take in order to comply. Second, gatekeepers will be able to
request that the European Commission investigate its proposed compliance with the
measures and allow dialogue to determine the effectiveness of complying with the DMA.
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ARTICLE 5 OBLIGATIONS
Allow business users to offer their goods
or services to consumers through other
online intermediation services at different
prices or conditions
Allow business users to promote, offer
and conclude contracts with consumers
outside the gatekeeper’s platform
Allow business users not to use the
gatekeeper’s identification services when
using its other services
Provide advertisers and publishers with
information on the price paid and
remuneration received for ads shown by
the gatekeeper
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ARTICLE 6 OBLIGATIONS
Allow consumers to uninstall any preinstalled software
Allow consumers to download software
that interacts with the gatekeeper’s
software or operating systems
Ensure rankings shown to consumers do
not unfairly favour the gatekeeper’s goods
or services
Open access to operating systems,
hardware and software to ancillary service
providers
Permit data portability for data generated
by business users and consumers
Provide business users with data that they
generate by using the gatekeeper’s
platform

Not to combine personal data from users
with any other services provided by the
gatekeeper or a third party without GDPR
consent from the consumer
Not to require business users or
consumers to subscribe to any core
services as a condition of using the
gatekeeper’s services
Not to restrict business users from raising
issues regarding the gatekeeper with
public authorities

Provide third-party search engines access
to data generated by free search services
provided by the gatekeeper
Apply conditions of access to app-stores
on a non-discriminatory basis
Refrain from restricting consumers’ ability
to switch between software whilst using
the gatekeeper’s operating system
Provide advertisers and publishers with
access to advert performance measuring
tools used by the gatekeeper
Refrain from using data generated by
business users and their respective
consumers to compete using the
gatekeepers own goods or servicess
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The European Commission will have broad powers to carry out market investigations
where they suspect that markets are not working effectively. This will allow them to
designate companies as gatekeepers and investigate new services and business
models that could be brought within scope of the proposed DMA. Separate powers to
investigative specific companies will cover requests for information which includes
access to algorithms and data bases, on-site inspections and interviews.
Market investigations can also be carried out against gatekeepers for any noncompliance with the provisions of the DMA, allowing the Commission to impose
structural or behavioural remedies as a result, or apply interim measures whilst a full
investigation is complete, or impose fines capped at 10% of annual global turnover.
A new Digital Markets Advisory Committee (DMAC) will be set up to advise the
European Commission. Chaired by the European Commission, members of the DMAC
will represent Member States and work in tandem with the Commission on its
investigations and application of the DSA. Importantly, the DMAC will play an advisory
role and their opinion will inform the European Commission where it carries out some of
its powers under the DSA. This includes where it suspends provisions in the DSA, carries
out market investigations, imposes behavioural or structural remedies, and interim
measures against gatekeepers.
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Both proposals raise numerous questions about how they will work, their impact on the
EU’s Digital Single Market and how companies of all sizes will be impacted by the
measures contained within. Given the potential impact that these proposals would have
on the digital economy, debates to shape the proposals will be long and trade-offs will
be made between competing policy objectives. These provisions are far from finalised
with a large amount of ambiguity in the texts, meaning that there is a lot of work to be
done before adoption and leaves scope for interested stakeholders to engage with
policymakers.
With the European Commission having put forward its proposals, the European
Parliament and the Council of the EU will now both scrutinise the proposals as colegislators, adopt positions with alternative texts, and reach an agreement between
themselves for final adoption and entry into force.
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THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION
The European Commission’s work is being led by:
Magrethe Vestager
Executive Vice-President for a
Europe Fit for the Digital Age and
Competition

Thierry Breton
European Commissioner
for the Internal Market.

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Committees and Rapporteurs will have to be appointed to oversee the Parliament's work in
these areas. The likely choice is:
Committee on Internal
Market and Consumer
Protection

With additional input from Economic and Monetary
Affairs, Legal Affairs, Civil Liberties Justice and Home
Affairs, and Industry Research and Energy Committees.

COUNCIL OF THE EU
Rotating presidencies have already been appointed for the foreseeable lifecycle of the
proposals. These presidencies will in turn chair discussions among Member States as they
scruitinse the proposals and will steer discussions over the coming months.
PORTUGAL
H1 2021

SLOVENIA
H2 2021

FRANCE
H1 2022
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Q1 2021
Work will begin in the European Parliament to appoint
Committees and Rapporteurs to scrutinise the proposals.

Q1-3 2021
European Parliament Committees will adopt reports to then be adopted by the whole
European Parliament setting out their view on how the proposals could be altered.

Q1-3 2021
The Council of the EU will hold discussions on the proposals, led by the Portuguese and
then Slovenian Presidency of the Council, to find common ground.
2022
The European Parliament, Council of the EU and European Commission will hold
discussions and attempt to reconcile their positions on the proposals before they are
adopted as legislation by the European Commission.

2023
The provisions of both pieces of legislation will apply
at the very earliest.
* These dates are provisional and subject to change based on procedure or delay

Taso Advisory is a public affairs and public policy
consultancy. We support clients with the political,
policy, and regulatory challenges they face, and
helps them to design and deliver credible responses
to mitigate risks and seize opportunities.

We are a trusted adviser to listed businesses, early stage companies, trade
bodies and public institutions. We provide the right advice, at the right time and
help to execute for maximum impact. From building brand awareness with
politicians through to winning major public sector contracts, we deliver.
For a confidential discussion about how we can support your public policy and
public affairs work with regard to the Digital Services Act and the Digital
Markets Act, please get in touch.
hello@tasoadvisory.com
+44 (0) 20 3488 4489.
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